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Measurements are given of the loads on a model during starting and
stopping of an intermittent
supersonic wind tunnel at Mach numbers of
2.00 and 2.48. Qualitative
agreement is obtaxxd Pnth a simple theory
but a need is evzdent for further measurements at higher Mach numbers.
The use of a model loading
pressure is proposed.
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1

Introduction

During the stszting and. stepping of a supersonic wind tunnel, the
passage of a shock wave system through the working section is usually
associated with the establishment or collspse of the flow.
The passage
of this shock wave system leads to flow separation from the tunnel walls,
and consequent flow direction vsriatlons
which msy be quite violent in
nature.
A model mounted In the working section is thus subjected, &zing
the starting and stopping of the tunnel, to flows of large incidence at
Mach numbers (and consequently values of dynemic head) other than the
steady value.
It is well known that the resulting
loads on the modd
may be considerably higher than the values during steady flow.
Some measurements have beenmade of the loads during starting and
stopping in the R.A.E. no.14 (9 in. x 9 in.) Intermittent
Supersonic
Wind Tunnel. The results are compared with the predictions
of a simple
theory.
2

Estimation

of

starting

and

stopping

loads

Loads were measured on the wings only of the model shown inFig.1.
Tests under steady conditions have shown that the wings behave virtually
as isolated panels, and their relevsnt aspect ratio can thus be taken as
For sn untapered unswept wing of unit Rspect ratio, the meximum
unity.
normal force coefficient
curve slope oocurs at aMach number of J2. For
a given stagnatIon pressure the maximum value of q, the dynamic head, also
occurs at M = J2. Hence for a wing of square planfonn, the maximum loding
per unit incidence will ooour at this Mach number, for a given stagnation
pressure,
Consider now a supersoruc tunnel running at a nominal Mach number
in excess of <2 with the flow not fully estsblished but with the nominal
Mach number attained at soms point upstresm of the model. In principle
the flow osn decelerate to aMach number af 42 isentroplodly
or through
an lncllned shock wave or by a combination of isentropic
compressions and
shock waves, If the flow is lsentropic
the me&mum model loading per tit
incidence will occur atM = (2. If the compression occurs asynmetrioally
in the tunnel nozzle, the reduction inMach number till
be nccompeniedby
a change in flow direction given by the change in Prandtl4eyer
angle.
There is thus il possible loading condition on a model set nomlndly at
zero incidence given by the force at an incidence equal to this angle at
aMach number of v'2. This will give the maximum loading for Mach numbers
above about 2 but for lower Mach numbers the maximum loading will occur
at lower values than J2. (It is obvious *Aat the maximum loading for a
nominsl Mach number of 42 will occur at a value lower than (2.) Hmever,
the loads at the lower nominal Mach numbers will not be very large snd the
simple picture given will suffice for most purposes,
If the deoeleratlon
t&es place through a single inclined shock wave
The maximum value of q
it will slso be accompanied by a flow deflection.
will not, in thus case, be atM = -12 because of the entropy increase through
the shock wave. However, calculations,
taking into account the variation
of normal force coefficient
curve slope and flow deflection
withMach
number, indicate that, for the square planform considered, the Wum
load will occur atM = J2 for nominal Mach numbers above about 2.
For both isentropio
and shook wave compression, values of an effective
starting incidence, as, and normal force Curve slope factor, k, can thus be
calculated,
The normal force curve slope factor is defined ss the ratio
of the nod
force curve slope at a Mach number of \12 to that at the
nominal t-1
speed, taking into account the variation
in q, the dynamic
head,
-J-

The effective
starting incidence or flow deflection
is given in Fig.2
and the normal force curve factor for unit aspect ratio inFig.
for a wing
of square planform.
In both curves the isentropic
compression gives the
larger effects.
Since the isentropic
compression is unlikely
to occur fully,
it is to be expected that the actual conditions till
be somewhere between
the two sets of results.
The normal force coefficient
on amodel during starting and stopping
at a nominsl incidence a canbe expressed in terms of the two parameters,
a,ana
k as
s

= k 2

(a + a,)*

Thus by measuring the starting loads on the model over sn incidence
both parameters canbe determined.
3

Experimental

range

method

Measurements of startx.ng and stopping loads were made in the R.A.E.
no.14 (9" x 9") Intermittent
Supersonic Tunnel at Mach numbers of 2.00 and
The model used is shown in Fig.1.
A strain gsuge balance, to which
2&L
the wings are attached, is housed in the model body. The wing s&e can
be varied by rotating both wing and balance relative
to the body,
the b&l-e
measuring the force normal to the wing plane.
Ixn.tially
the tests were
made using the normal B.C. strain gauge equipment with a rectified
signal
These
tests
taken from the amplifer,
the servo circuit
not being used.
were not satisfactory
because of the amplifier
characteristics
and further
measurements were made using aD.C. amplifier
andD.C. strain-gauge bridge
The output was displayed on a cathode ray tube and photographed.
SWAY.
The trsce displacement was celibratedby
hanging weights on the balance.
Marks were arranged on the traces to indicate the ends of the travel of the
quick acting valve controlling
the tunnel, and a timing trace of 50 c.p.8.
was slso displayed.
Measurenmnts were made with the body at zero and 20' incidence
wing angles to body in the range +20°.
4

Analysis

of results

with

and comparison with theory

A typical film record is shown in Fig.4.
It will be noted that the
unstesdy loads are confined to a period towards the closed position of the
The unsteady loads are composed of
valve.
This is referred to in para.6.
an oscillatory
component of frequency about 750 0.p.s. superimposed upon
The high frequency component arises from
a more or less random variation.
the natural frequenoy of the balance and wing combination, and is regarded
as being peculiar to the particular
combination tested,
Two VdUes
of
loading have therefore been taken frcm each trezze; that termed 'meanf is
the meximum value on a mean curve drawn through the high frequency cscillation and the 'peak' value 1s the maximum displacement in the hi.& frequency
oscillation.
Positive and negative values of each have been taken. It is
considered that the so called mean value is applicable to the overall loading
of a model, e.g. sting stressing,but
that the peak value is appropriate to
model components likely
to haveahigh natural frequency.
In Figs.5 and 6, CR, the coefficient
of force normal to the wing plane,
expressed in terms of exposed wing area, is plotted against 5, the incidenoe
of the wing to the free stream. The open symbols give the peak values of CR,
and the full symbols the mean values.

-4-

The two sets of points given on each graph are the positive end
negative values of the loads. The two sets thus define the bounds of the
range in which the load varies during starting and stopping.
When, for
example, no negative load occurs the point is plotted as zero since the
load is zero before the tunnel starts.
Also plotted me the steady values
which are compared with steady values measured during normel running.
As
will be seen the results from the D.C. smplificr
arc about 2.52 down on the
previous measurements atM = 2 but in reasonable agreement at&l = 2.48.
The disagreement is attributed
to instability
of the D.C. amplifier,
The
theoretical
curves are obtained by qplying
the parameters as and k to
the measured normd. force curves. Any errOr in the absolute magnitude of
the measurements is thus taken into account in the comparison with theory.
No corrections
are applied to the curves for the effects of bo$y upwash.
The plots confirm the sort of physical ploture desoribed in para.2,
in that t~?o parameters arc evolved,
an apaarent inoldence change together
with on increased non&. force curve slope. It will be noted that at
M = 2.00 the mean loads on the positive
side are greater than on the
negative side.
The M = 2.00 liner used was single-sided
and the flow
might be expected to have a preference for a direotlon
towards the sheqed
liner so favouring the occurrence of positive loads.
The mean loads at
M = 2.4.8 where the liners sre syrmnetricsl are, in general, lerger posltrve
on stopping.
A simple explenation fcr this is not evvldent. At large
incidences
(Pigs.5(b)
end 6(b)) the unsteady loads relative
to the steady
values are not so great as at low incidences presunably because of the
reduction in nonnjt foroe curve slope.
The peak loads depart from the stca*
loads by about twice the
departure of the mean lands.
If the aerodynemioloads
are varying very
rapidly this would be expected ('live'
loading oondition),
It should be
noted that, 111general, the peak loads occur at isolated cycles of the
high frequency oscillation.
In determining experimental values of a, and k from? the results
the 'mean' loadings arc used as being of wider applacation than the 'peak'
loadings.
A decision has to be made, however, as to whether to take the
average values for any set of points or the maximurn values,
As Yne nuniber
of points available is limited end the starting and stopping flow is to
some extent a chance phenomenon It is unlikely
that the maximum vdm~
have been found.
Furthermore the epplication
of the results is to the
stressing of models where some uncertainty
YLScovered by safety factors.
Average values of a set of pdnts are therefore taken and the loads UI
stopping used, as being consistently
larger at both Mach numbers. In
the right hand graphs of Flgs.5(a) and 6(a) the mean points lie sensibly
parallel
to the shook compression line.
The values of k are therefore
t&en to be m agreement with the shock compression values of Fig.5
The
corresponding values of as at M = 2.00 end 2.48 are respectively
&out
12 and 17 degrees compare& with values from the shock compression curve
of Fig.2 of 16 and 25 degrees,
5

Dcsipn values for model losdin,~,~

5.1

Loadiw

coefficient

In practice a knowledge of the load on a model set at zero incidence
&ring starting and stopping is required.
The results 111Figs.5 and 6
give some confidence in the physical picture described in para. of the
The normal force coefficient
on starting and stopping
nature of the flow.
at zero incidence may then be expressed as

-5-

or defining
pressure

a more general loading

coefficient

Cs in terms of stagnation

c, =- qQJs I- kq -ac, as*
H
Ii
aa
This coefficient
is plotted In Fig.7 both for shock compression ana for
isentropic
compressxon for a wing of unit aspect ratio,
The shock compression
As mould be expected
curve
has a maximum value
at a Nmh number
of about 2.4.
from Figs. 2 and 3 the curve for isentropic
compression gives considerably
higher values
above this Mach number. Also plottea are the measured *mead
and peak values. The 'mean' values plotted are above the average values used
to determine
as and the points are in somewhat better agreement with the
calodated
shock ocmpression curves than the ratio of measured to calculated
as which is about 70% The peak values are again of the order of twice the
mean values.
There remsins some doubt ss to whether the decrease of starting ana
stopping loads at high Mach numbers predxtedby
the shock oompresslon theory
is realised.
Bouwhuysen' has publlshea some data on starting loads over a
Mach number range from 1.4 to 3.1 but the lode are given slnply in pounds
on sn unspecified model. The load is shown to be still
increasing up to a
Mach number of 3.7. If the load is scaled to agree with the measured pox&s
in Fig.7 at one Mach number it is found also to agree at the other. Some
reliance may therefore be plaoed on a curve simply scaled from Ref.1.
For
the sake of consistency the chaxn dotted curve on Fig.7 derived from Ref.1
is scaled to pass not thrqugh the points plotted, but through points oorrespox-ding to the average vslues used to d.etermUe as III para.4.
The value of
Cs is 0.27 atM = 3.1 and extrapolation
leads to avalue of 0.3 to 0.35
at M = 4.5
5.2

Aspect ratio

effects

It should be emphasised that the loadings in Fig.7 are for a wing of
square planfoxm.
Theoretically
the maximum noti
force curve slope is
has a maximum value of 2 for an
proportional
to aspect ratio .sna -1%-

A da
unsweptwing. As the aspect ratio increases the Mach number at which this

value occurs tends towards unity, an& it is unlikely
therefore that it will
be attained.
For models up to an aspect ratio of 6, as/da will probably
have a maximum value of about 8. Simply soding from Flg.7 this leads to
a maximum loading coefficient
up to M = 4.5 of about 1.3:
There may be some
relief in that the vzilue of a, at which such a loading oocurs wdlbe
large
an& the effect of aspect ratio w-i.11 be diminished to some extent. (It can
be seen that the load. on a plate normd to a supersormo stream 1s relatively
insensItive
to the planform of the plate.)
HoWver a value of C, approaching
will be difficult
to meet structurally
with thin wings at high stagnation
pressuresad more experxnentsl work is clearly desirable,
5.3

Vibration

effects

The presence of the high frequency components in the loads *iW
stating
ana stopping indzoates that small fins attached to abody Till be
It is suggested that such model parts should
critical
as regards stress.
be stressed to twice the 'mead loads of Fig.7.

1

If many runs exe to be made fatigue is likely to be significant.
A fatigue failure has already been encountered in the l?.A.E. Intermittent
Tunnels. This occurred on a control surface of aspect ratio 3 attaohed
to abody.
The control had been xun at Mach numbers up to 2.5 and had
been started at incidence.
It survived about one thousand runs before
failing,
and was stressed to a loading coefficient
of 0.5 with a safety
factor of 2 on ultimate stress.
On the basis of the loading criteria
given here this failure would be expected.
6

Duration

of unsteadv loads

The timing traces and. marks indicating
the limits of the vslve travel
have been used to determine the period of the unsteady loads in relation
to the dlvc open arca. Assuming that the velve travels at a uniform rate,
the curves of Flg.8 have been constructed,
In these curves the vslve area
is expressed in terms of the critical
erea for starti%,
i.e. the area
whxh will just pass the tunnel mass flow, allowing for the entropy increase
behind a normal shock wave in the working section.
Average times of the
period of the unsteady load sre shown. It will be seen that on starting
the unsteady load begins when the valve is opened to the critical
area;
(The valve is some Ilft
downstream of the model positxon so that, at any
rate in starting,
the time lag between valve and working section is of
the order of l/100 second.) The so called quick-acting
valve may bc said
therefore to operate in an essentially
'slow' manner, and the starting
loads measured in the intermittent
tunnel should also be applicable to a
continuous tunnel.
In stopping the critical
area will not be directly
relevant.
At
both Mach numbers the unsteady loeds begin nhcn the valve area is about
1.3 times the critical
area.
7

Conclusions
-

At Mach numbers up to 2.5 the (rned stopping and starting loads are
1
of the ssme order as those predicted by a simple shock ccmpression theory.
At Mach numbers shove 2.5 the theory predicts a decrease in the loads.
2
There is some evdence that this decrease is not realised in practice.
For low aspect ratio wjngs e value of loading coefficient
(load on
3
moitel per unit area divided by tunnel stagnation pressure) of 0.35 18
suaested for Mach numbers up to 4.5. For higher aspect ratio models this
oocfficient
may be appreciably larger.
The loading coefficient
should be doubled for model components likely
4
to have a high natural f'requcncy and the possibility
of fntiguc must be
considered.
The timing of the period of unsteady loads relative
to
the h.Umel
5
quick acting valve operating time shows that the motion of the Mlve is
relatively
slow. The measured starting loads should therefore be applicable to a continuous tunnel.
8

Further Work

A ncod is evident for further measurements of starting
Mach numbers above 2.5 covering a rsngc of model planforms.

-I-
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